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Recently, a number of disturbing national trends
surrounding social media and employment
applications have surfaced. Most notably, employers
have been asking applicants to provide their social
networking account information and passwords.
Currently, the U.S. Attorney General is looking into
the legality of this and federal legislation is expected
to follow. Some states, such as Maryland, have
already moved to make these practices illegal.
In the meantime, your city should be aware that
improper use of social media information on
applicants and employees may result in claims
alleging discrimination, negligent hiring, violation
of privacy, and open record conflicts.
In light of several federal laws including, but not
limited to, GINA (Genetic Information NonDiscrimination Act) it is critical that employers
not seek out information via social media that is
not applicable to the essential functions of the job.
In some cases, an employer simply viewing
protected information about an applicant can
have illegal implications.
If an employer elects to use social media profiles as
part of the background check it is recommended
the employer get signed consent from the applicant
that outlines exactly what information the city is
looking for, and how it will be used in the hiring/
employment process. In addition, employers should

have a designated trained professional, who is not
involved in making hiring decisions, review this
information, and should only pass on information
to the hiring authority if it is essential to the job
(i.e., poor communication skills, conflict in resume,
etc.). All other non-job-related information that
is ascertained should not be shared with hiring
authorities and must be redacted. This will help to
ensure that personnel decisions are not based upon
non-work related or discriminatory information such
as disability status, genetic history, ethnicity, age, etc.
Here are a few guidelines that will keep your city out
of hot water:
• Employers should never ask for an applicant/
employee’s social media user name or password.
• Employers should never ask that applicants/
employees log into their accounts during the
interview process.
• Employers should avoid asking the applicants/
employees if they use certain social media sites,
unless the question is job related.
• Employers and hiring authority should not
“friend” an applicant or an employee unless the
accounts are both job related (i.e., city business)
and of a non-personal nature.
• Employers should not create social media
accounts for the purpose of searching for
information that is not intended to be public or
that is a violation of the social media site’s terms
and conditions.
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• Employers should never try to bypass or
manipulate a user’s privacy settings for the
purpose of gaining information and access to
an applicant/employee’s information.
• Employers should not use technology or thirdparty applications to draw out information from
applicants/employees profiles for purposes of
gaining access to the individual’s information.
• If an employer elects to use social media searches
as part of the hiring/employment process a policy
stating exactly what information will be searched
for and eventually used must be in place.

What is fair game?

• Employers may have a policy that restricts access
to social media sites while on the job.
• Employers may have a policy that allows them
to use public social media profiles in their
applicant screening.
• Employers may follow their own policies and
make employment decisions based on job-related
discoveries on public social media sites.
• Employers have the right to prohibit use of city
logos, uniforms, photos, etc. from employees’
personal social media sites.
• Employers have the right to investigate claims
of harassment or misuse of city property via
social media.
• Employers have the right to prohibit behavior
that is harmful to the city or its employees,
and may interfere with the city’s operation, the
employee’s job, or department’s function.

Other concerns

Workplace harassment can take place on or off
the clock, and happens frequently via social media
avenues. Employees should be aware that potentially
harassing activity (on or off the clock) may be
subject to open records laws and court subpoenas.

First Amendment Rights

Employers may not infringe on employees’ or
applicants’ First Amendment rights. Employees
have the right to express personal opinions on their
personal social media pages when off the clock,
even if the employer doesn’t agree with them. It
is important to note that not all personal views
on social media are protected from impact on an
employee/applicant’s job status.
In closing, employer policies should not be overly
broad in that they prohibit activity allowed by
federal laws such as the discussion of working
conditions, wages, and other concerted activity.
While the laws are still being deliberated on, most
legal and human resource professionals agree, spying
on applicants and employees sends a poor message
that violating applicants’/employees’ privacy is an
acceptable business practice.
For a copy of MTAS’s comprehensive publication
and sample policy on social media and employment
law, visit http://www.mtas.tennessee.edu/
KnowledgeBase.nsf/0/1804633885bbb0688525781d0
0489cc5/$FILE/Social%20Media%20bw.pdf.
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